Nanomechanical behaviors and properties of amyloid fibrils
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Abstract. Amyloid fibrils have recently been considered as an interesting material, since they exhibit the excellent mechanical properties such as elastic modulus in the order of 10 GPa, which is larger than that of other protein materials. Despite recent findings of these excellent mechanical properties for amyloid fibrils, it has not been fully understood how these excellent mechanical properties are achieved. In this work, we have studied the nanomechanical deformation behaviors and properties of amyloid fibrils such as their elastic modulus as well as fracture strength, by using atomistic simulations, particularly steered molecular dynamics simulations. Our simulation results suggest the important role of the length of amyloid fibrils in their mechanical properties such that the fracture force of amyloid fibril is increased when the fibril length decreases. This length scale effect is attributed to the rupture mechanisms of hydrogen bonds that sustain the fibril structure. Moreover, we have investigated the effect of boundary condition on the nanomechanical deformation mechanisms of amyloid fibrils. It is found that the fracture force is critically affected by boundary condition. Our study highlights the crucial role of both fibril length and boundary condition in the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils.
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1. Introduction

Amyloid fibrils, which are formed as a one-dimensional nanostructure via protein aggregation (Cherny and Gazit 2008), have been found to play a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of various diseases including neurodegenerative diseases (Pepys 2006, Hamley 2012) and type II diabetes (Hoppener et al. 2000). This indicates the necessity of understanding how the fibril structure is formed through self-assembly process, that is, protein aggregation (Straub and Thirumalai 2011). In the last decade, the molecular structure of amyloid fibril has been found to be stabilized through hydrogen bonding between protein chains, which are the aggregation-prone β-strand-rich structural motifs (Cherny and Gazit 2008). As it has recently been revealed that the β-strand-rich structural motif is able to effectively resist a mechanical force (Eom et al. 2003, Eom et al. 2005, Keten et al. 2010), it has been conjectured that amyloid fibril, which is composed of β-sheet-rich structural
motifs, is able to effectively bear a mechanical force.

In recent years, the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils have been measured based on experiments and computational simulations (Knowles and Buehler 2011). For instance, based on atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based experiments, the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils are measured such that the elastic moduli of the fibrils are found to be in the order of 1 to 10 GPa (Smith et al. 2006, Knowles et al. 2007), which is comparable to the elastic modulus of a mechanically strong protein material such as spider silk (Gosline et al. 1999). A recent experiment based on 4D electron microscopy (Fitzpatrick et al. 2013) shows that the vibrational behavior of amyloid fibril due to electron-driven actuation is well dictated by classical elastic beam model such as Euler-Bernoulli beam model, and that the elastic modulus of amyloid fibril is measured in the order of 10 GPa. Buehler and coworkers (Xu et al. 2010, Paparcone and Buehler 2011, Solar and Buehler 2012a, 2014) have reported that, based on computational simulations, the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils are critically dependent on their structural features such as the fibril length, and that the strength of the fibrils is determined from the geometrically confined network of hydrogen bonds that sustain the fibril structure. Our previous works (Yoon et al. 2011, 2013) report that, based on coarse-grained simulations, the bending elastic modulus of amyloid fibrils is measured in a range of 1 to 10 GPa, which depends on the fibril length. Moreover, our recent simulations (Yoon et al. 2014, Choi et al. 2015) report that the bending rigidity of amyloid fibrils is estimated in the order of 10^{-26} N\cdot m^2, and that the fracture toughness of amyloid fibrils is measured as ~30 kcal\cdot mol^{-1}\cdot nm^{-3}, which is comparable to the toughness of a spider silk.

These remarkable nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils have received significant attention due to recent findings that these properties are related to the biological functions of amyloid fibrils (Knowles and Buehler 2011). For example, the disruption of cell membrane due to amyloid fibril (Engel et al. 2008) may be attributed to the difference between the mechanical properties of amyloid fibril and cell membrane (Fitpatrick et al. 2013). Moreover, it has recently been found that the molecular size and fracture strength of prion amyloid fibril are highly correlated with the prion infectivity (Silveira et al. 2005, Tanaka et al. 2006). Our recent study (Yoon et al. 2013) shows that the size-dependent elastic properties of prion amyloid fibrils provide insight into the critical size of the fibril that exhibits the high infectivity. These observations suggest the necessity of measuring the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils for understanding their biological functions. In addition, the insight into the nanomechanical properties of amyloid fibrils may give rise to design principles showing how the nanomechanical properties of protein fibrils can be determined. This design principle may play a leading role in developing novel biomimetic materials whose mechanical properties can be controlled (Solar and Buehler 2012b). For instance, Knowles et al. (2010) developed a biomimetic thin film based on amyloid fibrils, whose mechanical properties are comparable to those of mechanically strong protein materials such as keratin. Recently, Mezzenga and coworkers (Li et al. 2012) devised a biomimetic composite material composed of graphene and amyloid fibril, and showed that the nanomechanical properties of this composite material can be tuned by chemical environment (e.g., humidity). Moreover, they developed a biological composite material that is synthesized using both amyloid fibril and spider silk (Ling et al. 2014). These previous studies imply that the nanomechanical characterization of protein fibrils is essential for developing novel functional biomimetic materials whose properties may be controllable.

Though the nanomechanical properties of protein materials can be probed by single-molecule experiments such as AFM experiment (Muller and Dufrene 2008) and optical tweezer (Bustamante
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2003), these experiments are unable to provide the detailed insight into how the molecular structure of protein material is deformed (or ruptured) by a force (Eom 2011). This restriction of single-molecule experiments can be resolved by considering the atomistic simulations such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which can provide the detailed insight into the time-dependent molecular structure of protein materials in response to various stimuli including a force (Sotomayor and Schulten 2007). In particular, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations have played a vital role in understanding the mechanical response of various protein domains such as muscle protein domains (Lu et al. 1998, Lu and Schulten 1999, Gao et al. 2002). In recent years, SMD simulations have been also utilized for studying the nanomechanical properties of large protein assemblies such as protein fibrils (Buehler et al. 2008). Specifically, SMD simulations have recently been considered to characterize the nanomechanical deformation mechanisms and properties of various protein fibrils such as spider silk crystals (Keten et al. 2008) and amyloid fibrils (Solar and Buehler 2014, Choi et al. 2015).

In this work, we have studied the role that boundary condition plays in the nanomechanical deformation behavior of amyloid fibrils and their nanomechanical properties by using SMD simulations. In particular, our work is aimed towards unveiling how the nanomechanical deformation mechanisms and properties of amyloid fibrils are affected by the way in which the fibril is deformed. It is found that the elastic modulus of amyloid fibrils is independent of boundary condition, while this boundary condition makes a critical impact on the fracture properties of amyloid fibrils. The effect of boundary condition in the fracture properties of the fibrils is attributed to the bond rupture mechanisms that are affected by the boundary condition. Our work provides insight into how the nanomechanical deformation mechanisms and properties of amyloid fibrils are determined.

2. Method

2.1 Equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation

We construct the initial structure of amyloid fibril by stacking a building block made of two β-sheet layers along the fibril axis. Here, the structure of the building block is provided in protein data bank (pdb) with the pdb code of 2KIB (Nielsen et al. 2009). We note that this building block consists of two β-sheet layers, where each β-sheet layer is composed of two β-strands whose sequence is given as “SNNFGAILS”. This sequence is known as an amyloidogenic core that plays a crucial role in the formation of human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) fibrils (Hoppener et al. 2000). The atomistic structure of amyloid fibril was visualized using visual molecular dynamics (VMD) package (Humphrey et al. 1996). Once the initial structure of the fibril is constructed, we performed energy minimization process using conjugate gradient method, and then equilibrium MD simulation was conducted under NPT ensemble at room temperature in ambient condition. Here, MD simulation was implemented based on NAMD package (Phillips et al. 2005) along with CHARMM27 force field (MacKerell et al. 1998). The equilibrium MD simulation was conducted until the root-mean-square distance (RMSD) of the fibril reaches a steady-state value.

2.2 Steered molecular dynamics simulation

In order to study the nanomechanical behavior and properties of amyloid fibrils, we consider
SMD simulations that allow for the nanomechanical deformation of the fibril. In particular, in order to mechanically pull the fibril, we connect a harmonic spring, which mimics a force probe such as AFM tip, to a specific atom of the fibril. This specific atom is gradually pulled via a harmonic spring (with its force constant of $K = 10$ kcal·mol$^{-1}$·Å$^{-2}$), which is moved with a constant velocity $v$. It is straightforward to calculate the displacement of the fibril as a function of time based on the time-dependent MD trajectories of atoms comprising the fibril, while the force to pull the fibril can be measured from Hooke’s law such as $F(t) = K|R(t) - vt|$, where $R(t)$ is a distance that the pulled $\beta$ strand travels. Based on the force-displacement curve of amyloid fibril, its stiffness can be extracted by measuring the slope of the linear region of the force-displacement curve for the fibril.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Nanomechanical behavior of amyloid fibrils

In order to probe the nanomechanical deformation behavior of an amyloid fibril, we utilize SMD simulations that allow for mechanical pulling of the fibril. Here, we consider a cantilevered boundary condition, that is, one end of the fibril is fixed while the other end is mechanically pulled in a lateral direction, otherwise specified. We note that our recent SMD simulations (Choi et al. 2015) take into account the double-clamping boundary condition, where both ends of the fibril are fixed while the middle layer of the fibril is mechanically extended. In this work, with cantilevered boundary condition, the amyloid fibril is deformed based on the pulling speed of $v=0.005$ Å·ps$^{-1}$. The direction of pulling is parallel to the end-to-end distance of a $\beta$ strand in the top layer of the fibril (Fig. 1a). It is shown that regardless of the fibril length, the deformation of the fibril
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resembles the bending-like deformation (Fig. 1b and c). It is strikingly different from the case of double-clamping boundary condition as reported in our recent study (Choi et al. 2015), which shows that the deformation behavior of a short fibril is depicted as a shear deformation, whereas the bending deformation becomes dominant for a long fibril. This suggests the important role of boundary condition in the deformation behavior of amyloid fibrils (for details, see below).

Based on SMD simulations on the mechanical deformation of cantilevered amyloid fibril, we obtain the force-displacement curves of the fibrils (Fig. 2). These curves help us understand the nanomechanical deformation behaviors of amyloid fibrils. The force-displacement curves of amyloid fibrils, which were deformed based on double-clamping boundary condition, can be found in our recent study (Choi et al. 2015). It is shown that the boundary condition plays a significant role in the nanomechanical deformation behavior of amyloid fibrils. In particular, for a short amyloid fibril (with its length of \( L = 3.41 \) nm), a force curve obtained from cantilevered boundary condition is different from that acquired based on double-clamping boundary condition. Specifically, when a short fibril (i.e., \( L = 3.41 \) nm) is deformed based on double-clamping boundary condition, the nanomechanical response of the fibril is well fitted to linear elasticity until the displacement approaches \(~0.4\) nm, at which a significant force drop is observed. This force drop is due to breakage of hydrogen bonds that sustain the fibril structure. It is implied that the nanomechanical response of the short fibril is well dictated by linear elasticity with all-or-none fashion of bond rupture mechanism that occurs at a critical displacement (i.e., \(~0.4\) nm), which was well described in our recent study (Choi et al. 2015). On the other hand, when the short fibril is deformed based on cantilevered boundary condition, the linear elasticity can be employed for explaining the deformation of the short fibril as long as its displacement is \(<0.2\) nm. Once the displacement approaches 0.2 nm, as the displacement gradually increases, so does the force that the fibril exerts. This implies that the bond rupture mechanism for the case of cantilevered boundary condition is different from that of double-clamped boundary condition. Moreover, the

Fig. 2 Force-displacement curves of amyloid fibrils as a function of their length and boundary conditions
maximum force (referred to as “rupture force”), which the fibril can exert, depends on the boundary condition. Specifically, the rupture force of the fibril deformed based on double-clamping boundary condition is larger than that based on cantilevered boundary condition (for details, see Section 3.3). In addition, for an amyloid fibril with its length of \(L=5.63\) nm, we can observe a single large force peak when the fibril is deformed based on double-clamping boundary condition until the displacement of \(u=-0.7\) nm. However, for the cantilevered fibril that is deformed until the displacement of \(u=-0.7\) nm, there are several force peaks that correspond to the rupture events of hydrogen bonds sustaining the fibril structure. This suggests that, for a doubly-clamped fibril, the significant rupture of hydrogen bonds is unlikely to occur until the fibril is deformed with a displacement up to \(u=-0.7\) nm, while there are several events of hydrogen bond ruptures for the cantilevered fibril that is deformed until the displacement of \(u=-0.7\) nm. This highlights the important role of boundary condition on the nanomechanical deformation behaviors of amyloid fibrils. Furthermore, as already reported in our recent study (Choi et al. 2015), the nanomechanical behaviors of amyloid fibrils are critically dependent on their length scales such that the rupture force of the fibril increases as the fibril length decreases.

### 3.2 Elastic properties of amyloid fibrils

Based on the force-displacement curves of amyloid fibrils (e.g., Fig. 2), we estimated their elastic stiffness, which is defined as the slope of the linear region of the force-displacement curve, i.e., \(k=dF/du\)|. Fig. 3(a) shows the elastic stiffness of amyloid fibrils with respect to their length scales. It is shown that the stiffness of amyloid fibril is increased as the fibril length decreases, which is consistent with our recent SMD simulations (Choi et al. 2015) that consider the doubly-clamped amyloid fibrils. However, the stiffness of the cantilevered fibril is smaller than that of
doubly-clamped fibril (Fig. 3a). For instance, for an amyloid fibril with \( L = 3.41 \) nm, its stiffness is measured as \( k = \sim 1.2 \) N/m for cantilevered boundary condition, while the stiffness is estimated as \( k = \sim 3.8 \) N/m for double-clamping boundary condition. This clearly shows the effect of boundary conditions in the measured elastic stiffness of amyloid fibrils.

The length-dependent elastic stiffness of amyloid fibrils can be understood by considering Timoshenko beam model (Gere 2003), which takes into account not only the bending deformation of a one-dimensional structure but also its shear deformation. As already described in previous studies (Pampaloni et al. 2006, Keten et al. 2010, Xu et al. 2010, Yoon et al. 2011, Choi et al. 2015), the length-dependent elastic stiffness of protein fibrils is attributed to the length-dependent competition between bending and shear deformation modes. Timoshenko beam model provides the length-dependent elastic stiffness of amyloid fibril in the form of

\[
k(L) = \frac{D}{L} \left( 1 + \alpha \frac{\beta D}{G_S A L^2} \right)^{-1}
\]

where \( k, L, D, G_S, \) and \( A \) represent the elastic stiffness, length, bending rigidity, shear modulus, and cross-sectional area of an amyloid fibril, respectively, and \( \alpha \) is a boundary condition-dependent constant, and \( \beta \) is a constant that depends on the geometry of an amyloid fibril. As shown in Fig. 3a, the length-dependent elastic stiffness of amyloid fibrils is well dictated by Timoshenko beam model depicted in Eq. (1). We found the bending rigidity and shear modulus of amyloid fibrils to be measured as \( D = 6.78 \times 10^{-26} \) N\( \cdot \)m\(^2\) and \( G_S = 2.28 \) GPa, respectively. The bending rigidity of amyloid fibrils measured based on cantilevered boundary condition is comparable to that (i.e., \( D = 7.73 \times 10^{-26} \) N\( \cdot \)m\(^2\)) measured using double-clamping boundary condition (Choi et al. 2015). This suggests that the bending rigidity of amyloid fibrils is independent of boundary conditions. Moreover, the bending rigidity of hIAPP amyloid fibrils measured in this work or our recent work (Choi et al. 2015) is comparable to that (i.e., \( D = \sim 8 \times 10^{-26} \) N\( \cdot \)m\(^2\)) computed from coarse-grained normal mode analysis based on elastic network model (Yoon et al. 2011). This observation elucidates that the bending rigidity of protein fibril is an intrinsic property that is independent of boundary condition as well as measuring methods, and that this intrinsic property is purely determined from the molecular structure of the fibril as reported in our recent study (Eom 2011).

In order to understand the competition between shear and bending deformation modes during the nanomechanical deformation of an amyloid fibril, we introduce a dimensionless parameter \( \chi \) defined as (Yoon et al. 2011)

\[
\chi = \alpha \frac{\beta D}{G_S A L^2}
\]

Here, \( \chi \) is a dimensionless quantity showing how the shear deformation mode contributes to the elastic deformation of an amyloid fibril. In particular, if \( \chi \) is much larger than 1, then the shear deformation mode plays a leading role in the elastic deformation of an amyloid fibril. Fig. 3(b) shows the dimensionless parameter \( \chi \) as a function of the fibril length. It is shown that the shear deformation dominates the elastic deformation of a very short amyloid fibril (i.e., \( L = 3.41 \) nm), while the elastic deformation of a long fibril (i.e., \( L > 10 \) nm) is mostly contributed by the bending deformation. More interestingly, we found that the contribution of shear deformation to the elastic deformation of a short amyloid fibril (i.e., \( L = 3.41 \) nm) is critically dependent on the boundary condition. In particular, the contribution of shear deformation to the elastic deformation of a short
3.3 Fracture properties of amyloid fibrils

Fig. 4 shows the rupture force of amyloid fibrils as a function of their length scales. It is shown that the decrease of the fibril length increases the rupture force, which indicates that the mechanical strength of amyloid protein materials is determined from their size. However, unlike the results of our recent SMD simulations (Choi et al. 2015), the rupture force of the cantilevered fibril with its length of $L=3.41$ nm is comparable to that with $L=5.63$ nm. More remarkably, the rupture force of the fibril with its length of $L=3.41$ nm measured based on cantilevered boundary condition is smaller by a factor of ~2 than that estimated based on double-clamping boundary condition (Fig. 4). For an amyloid fibril with its length of $L=8.28$ nm, the rupture force measured using double-clamping boundary condition is larger by a factor of ~3 than that estimated based on cantilevered boundary condition (Fig. 4). This observation demonstrates the important role that boundary condition plays in the mechanical strength of amyloid fibrils, which implies the effect of boundary condition in the bond rupture mechanisms of the fibrils.

To understand how the boundary condition affects the mechanical strength of amyloid fibrils, we measure the fraction of hydrogen bonds that are fractured when the fibril is deformed at a critical displacement, where a maximum force peak (i.e., rupture force) appears in the force-displacement curve. Except a short fibril (i.e., $L=3.41$ nm), the fraction of hydrogen bonds, which were ruptured during the deformation, is critically reduced for the cantilevered boundary condition (Fig. 5). For a long amyloid fibril, though the hydrogen bonds are likely to be ruptured one-by-one (Choi et al. 2015), the total fraction of ruptured hydrogen bonds during the deformation of the fibril is critically dependent on the boundary condition. For instance, in the case of a fibril with its
length of $L=8.28$ nm, the total fraction of fractured hydrogen bonds for the fibril, which is deformed based on cantilevered boundary condition, is measured as $\sim 1\%$. On the other hand, for the fibril with $L=8.28$ nm, the fraction of ruptured hydrogen bonds in a case of double-clamping boundary condition is estimated as $\sim 4\%$. However, for a short fibril with its length of $L=3.41$ nm, the total fraction of fractured hydrogen bonds during the deformation is independent of boundary conditions. In particular, for the short fibril, the total fraction of broken hydrogen bonds in a case of cantilevered boundary condition is evaluated as $\sim 9\%$, while it is estimated as $\sim 11\%$ for the double-clamping boundary condition. Despite the minor difference between total fractions of ruptured hydrogen bonds for two different boundary conditions, the difference between rupture forces for such boundary conditions is very large as much as $\sim 800$ pN. This huge difference between rupture forces for two different boundary conditions may be attributed to the bond rupture mechanisms (i.e., deformation mechanisms) rather than the total number of fractured hydrogen bonds. As shown in Fig. 1(a), even for a short fibril with $L=3.41$ nm, the deformation of cantilevered fibril is not perfectly shear-like deformation, while the elastic deformation of the short fibril that is doubly-clamped is mostly contributed by perfectly shear-like deformation. In other words, for the short fibril deformed based on double-clamping boundary condition, the perfectly shear-like deformation implies that hydrogen bonds in parallel are likely to be ruptured collectively when the force acting on the fibril reaches the rupture force (Choi et al. 2015). This is consistent with our finding in Fig. 2 showing a single large force peak found for the short fibril, which is deformed (until the displacement of $u=4$ nm) based on double-clamping boundary condition. However, for the short fibril pulled based on cantilevered boundary condition, we observe several force drops that correspond to several events of hydrogen bond ruptures. This observation indicates that, for a cantilevered short fibril, the hydrogen bonds sustaining the fibril structure are unlikely to be ruptured collectively. In summary, the fracture properties of amyloid fibrils are determined from not only the fraction of hydrogen bonds fractured until the rupture force, but also the deformation mechanisms that are related to the bond rupture mechanisms.
4. Conclusions

In this work, we have studied how the nanomechanical deformation behaviors and properties of amyloid fibrils are determined. It is shown that the length scales of amyloid fibrils determine their nanomechanical deformation behaviors and properties, and that the length-dependent elastic properties of amyloid fibrils are well dictated by Timoshenko beam model, which implies the critical role that the competition between shear and bending deformation modes plays in the elastic deformation mechanisms of the fibrils. More importantly, the elastic properties (i.e., bending rigidity $D$ and shear modulus $G_S$) of amyloid fibrils are intrinsic properties that are independent of boundary conditions. However, the fracture properties of amyloid fibrils are critically dependent on the boundary conditions. This dependence of fracture properties on the boundary condition is due to the important role of boundary condition in the deformation and bond rupture mechanisms of amyloid fibrils. Our work may provide insight into how the remarkable nanomechanical properties and anomalous deformation mechanisms of amyloid fibrils are determined, which gives rise to design principles showing how the properties of protein fibrils can be achieved.
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